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11  INTRODUCTION
Much of modern micro-economics is built from the starting point of the perfectly com-
petitive market. In this model there are an infinite number of agents — buyers and sellers,
none of whom has the power to influence the price by his actions. The good is well-de-
fined, indeed it is perfectly standardized. And any interactions agents have is mediated by
the market. That is, all transactions are anonymous, in the sense that the identities of buy-
er and seller are unimportant. Effectively, the seller sells “to the market” and the buyer
buys “from the market”. This follows from the standardization of the good, and the fact
that the market imposes a very strong discipline on prices. Implicit here is one (or both)
of two assumptions. Either all agents are identical in every relevant respect, apart, possi-
bly, from the prices they ask or offer; or every agent knows every relevant detail about every
other agent. If the former, then obviously my only concern as a buyer is the prices asked
by the population of sellers since in every other way they are identical. If the latter, then
each seller has a unique good, and again what I am concerned with is the price of it. In
either case, we see that prices capture all relevant information and are enough for every
agent to make all the decisions he needs to make.
It is commonplace to observe that we seldom see a perfectly competitive market. We
never see infinite numbers of agents, and obviously someone is able to influence prices,
else how would they be set, and how would they change? (See the debate between Kirzner,
1962 and 1963; and Becker, 1962, 1963, on this issue.) But that alone does not say that
the model is a bad approximation. More important is that while it may be possible in prin-
ciple for any agent to interact with any other, in fact this is far from the case in practice.
Typically any agent only interacts with a very small proportion of the population. The
“global market” does not really exist. Interactions tend to be quite localized in many sens-
es. It is also the case, though, that we don’t have perfect information about other agents,
neither is it the case that they are identical. Moreover, this non-identicality may matter
— it may be economically relevant. Agents are in different physical locations, one from
another. In some ways this is easily handled by adding to the definition of a good its lo-
cation, and then including the price of transportation in the information set. But more
complex changes have to be made for example when agents are competing: address models
take account of the fact that when agents are close together they may have to compete
harder with each other than when they are far apart.1 Agents may use different standards
2or technologies. If a good exhibits network externalities or increasing returns to adoption,
two agents will create externalities for each other if they use the same standard or tech-
nologies, but not if they do not. But often this is not an anonymous effect: it is true that
there is a global network externality to telephone use, but there is a much stronger local
externality: the value of a telephone is much higher if my friends own them than if they
do not, regardless of aggregate behaviour. The identity of who is using which technology
makes a difference to its economic value to any particular agent. Similarly, the history that
a pair of agents shares can have a significant effect on the nature of their interactions. If
we have interacted many times and the experience has been good, trust is created and we
can have certain kinds of interactions (based on a hand-shake, for example). If we have no
history, or even moreso if we have had bad experiences in the past, handshakes will not be
enough, and there may be some types of interactions that we simply cannot arrange. In
each case, more than just the price of the good matters.
In each of these cases, with the possible exception of history, the phenomenon can
be represented as an issue of space and distance. Geographical space is the most natural.
Issues of transportation costs are easily understood in this context, and the degree of com-
petition among sellers is relatively well-understood as it is affected by distance (See An-
derson et al. 1992.) However, technologies or standards exist in a space of technical
attributes; preferences exist in a Lancasterian characteristic space and so on. The point
then can be seen that the distance between two agents affects their interactions. If, for ex-
ample, agents are close together in technology space, they may be able to share hardware,
software or information. These interactions may be impossible if the agents are far from
each other in technology space — the software is not compatible across hardware prob-
lems; the technologies have different operating feature, so information about how to make
one of them efficient will not apply to the other, and so on. 
As pointed out above, address models can be used to capture some of these phenom-
ena. But when coupled with other issues that have been studied by economists in recent
decades, there may be a more natural way to approach some of these problems.
1. See Hotelling (1929) or Salop (1979) for example. But see also Anderson et al. 
(1992), especially chapter 4, to illustrate how quickly address models become 
extremely difficult in terms of tractability.
32  KNOWLEDGE DISTRIBUTION
Distance and transportation costs are clearly relevant when talking about physical goods.
Surprisingly, they are also relevant when discussing something as intangible as knowledge
or information. In many economic models, knowledge is assumed to be a public good:
once discovered and publicised, it is freely available to all in the economy. The presence
of the internet and the world wide web should make the “globally available” aspect of
knowledge even stronger. Consider patents. Patents are highly codified data and are by
definition stored in a public database, the most important of which (USPTO and EPO)
are now searchable online. Thus anyone with an internet connection can read any patent
granted in the US or Europe (and many other jurisdictions as well). Diffusion of the
knowledge or information contained in patents should be a truly global phenomenon. But
the work of Jaffe et al. (1993) shows quite clearly that this is not the case. The diffusion
of information is a process embedded in location. Distance is important in knowledge dif-
fusion — the closer we are to the location of the originator of knowledge, the sooner we
learn it. 
This result has been revisited by Breschi and Lissoni (2003). Jaffe et al. looked at
diffusion over geographical distance; Breschi and Lissoni add social distance. Knowledge
diffusion is not only a geographically spatial phenomenon, it is also a “socially spatial”
phenomenon. That is, the more closely connected socially I am to the originator of a piece
of knowledge, the more quickly I will learn about it. What these results strongly suggest
is that knowledge diffusion is taking place to a very large extent by personal contact.
Knowledge is passed informally through face-to-face contacts, and direct interactions.
One explanation for this is that much relevant knowledge is tacit, or at least not codified,
which means that it cannot be broadcast, and can only be transmitted locally, through di-
rect interactions. So space matters for knowledge diffusion, and social space may matter
as much as or more than geographic space. “Social space” can only be sensibly understood
in the context of social networks.
3   BEHIND THE CURRENT INTEREST IN NETWORKS
In economics, interest in networks has been fuelled by three different developments all of
which occurred in the last decades of the twentieth century.
43.1  Network Technologies
Since the early 1980s, economists have been interested in technologies that function as
part of a network. The prototypical example is the telephone. A single telephone has no
value, but when connected to a network of other telephones, it does. We see many exam-
ples of these sorts of technologies, particularly associated with information and commu-
nication: telephone; telefax; email and so on. Two of the main issues in the economics
literature on this subject have been the presence of network externalities and standardiza-
tion. For an artefact to join a network, it must be able to communicate with the other ar-
tefacts that make up that network. Some form of inter-operation standards must be in
place. In the early days of email, the first large commercial network, Compuserve, was un-
able to connect to the BITNET, which was the main email form used over the internet.
Thus a potential email user had to decide which network to join. More generally, who you
are connected to, and who you want to be connected to is a question of which standard to
adopt. It is worth observing, since this issue will arise again below, that many of these net-
work technologies are concerned with the distribution of information. Information is dif-
fused using these technologies, and physical networks form as agents decide which
standard to adopt, and thus which other agents it will be possible to communicate with.
Networks form as agents adopt technologies. Some of these networks reside in physical
infrastructure, others are more virtual, for example the network of people sharing infor-
mation about a computer operating system or programming language. Network issues are
thus at the heart of many of the new technologies.
3.2  Boundaries of the firm
In the last couple of decades there has been a resurgence of interest in the boundaries of
the firm. (See for example Holmstrom and Roberts, 1998.) There seems to have been a
trend whereby the monolithic, vertically integrated firm has slowly dissolved as more and
more of its activities are out-sourced. This began simply with parts, as a firm faced the
“make-or-buy” decision for the parts of its assembly. The “raw materials” that came into
the firm became less “raw”. This is a relatively minor change, but does involve creating
relationships with suppliers based not only on price but also on trust, since, a low quality
shipment of parts (whether deliberate or not, on the part of the supplier) could be disas-
trous. Firm boundaries have since become even more porous: firms now out-source not
5only parts, but also design. Parts manufacturers are likely to know more than parts users
about how to design parts efficiently and for efficient production, so it is sensible that they
have a strong hand in this design process. Again, though, even more than with parts sup-
ply, with design supply firms and their suppliers need a particular kind of relationship.
Long-standing relationships, partial cooperation, joint ventures all are forms that
emerged as the former vertically integrated firms attempted to take advantage on the hu-
man capital and competencies of their suppliers. These are market relationships only to a
small degree. They demand direct interactions, and a significant amount of stability, to
ensure that the transactions can take place effectively.
3.3  The expanding knowledge base
One explanation for the deeper out-sourcing is the expanding knowledge base of indus-
tries. Granstrand (1998) summarizes several studies that reach the following conclusions:
In recent decades, large, technology-based firms in particular have expanded their tech-
nology bases into a wider range of technologies. This technological diversification has
been one of the fundamental causes of firm growth. In addition, because an expanding
technology base demands an expanding knowledge base, this technological diversification
has been a leading cause not only of an increase in R&D expenditure, but also of an in-
crease in external technology sourcing. (See also Grandstand and Sjolander, 1990.) Gen-
erally, we can see that as the range of a firm’s technologies expands, the firm must learn
about them, how to use the new technologies, how to develop them, how to integrate
them into existing products and how to create new products from them. Thus not only
does a firm need more knowledge, it needs more types of knowledge. Initially in any case,
it can be difficult to develop this knowledge in-house. Because of its nature, knowledge,
and especially new knowledge can be difficult to acquire in the market, so firms seek some
form of collaboration with other firms that already have the knowledge. Firms sought ar-
rangements to outsource not only production and design, but now also R&D. The rise of
strategic R&D alliances since 1980 has been very striking. (See Hagedoorn, 2002.) Hav-
ing a portfolio of alliances acts as insurance for a firm wishing not to be taken by surprise
by new technology developments. It also gives the firm rapid access to disparate and varied
information should it need it. (For a discussion of the motivation behind the rise in stra-
tegic alliances see for example Narula and Hagedoorn, 1999.) Firms act to create links
6with other firms with the goal to transmitting knowledge across those links. In a more ex-
treme version, we see the rise of the networked organization. This is sometimes viewed as
an intermediate organizational form, between markets on the one hand, and hierarchies
on the other. The central idea is that the “organization” takes advantage of a large amount
of autonomy between nodes, but at the same time uses links between those nodes to trans-
mit value between them. Clearly, this organizational form precludes the idea of global in-
teraction in the sense that any firm can interact with any other. Indeed, part of the
structure demands that firms interact only with a relatively circumscribed subset of the en-
tire population.
What we observe, taking these issues together, is occasions in which an agent inter-
acts with only a small part of the population. Further, these interactions are not (entirely)
market mediated, but take place rather over some more direct connection, and long-lived
connections can be more effective than temporary ones. Finally, the identity of the agents
can make a difference to the nature and success of the interaction. This sounds much like
the description of a network: agents are nodes, they are linked to particular other nodes,
and interactions take place only over these direct links.
4  THE ECONOMICS OF NETWORKS
4.1  Empirically
There is now a sizeable empirical literature that uses this approach for industry studies:
Silicon Valley, and the computer industry more generally (Saxenian, 1991; Langlois and
Robertson, 1992); Japanese business groups (Imai, 1989; Lincoln and Gerlach, 1998); the
biotech industry (Orsenigo et al., 2001; Powell et al., 1996); Italian industrial districts
(Lazerson & Lorenzoni, 1999; Pyke et al.) the automobile industry (Dyer, 1996); the
fashion industry (Uzzi, 1997). All of them observe that the “peculiar” properties of these
industries can be understood by analysing the agents’ behaviour as part of a network struc-
ture, and that an important part of the way these industries function is determined by pre-
cisely who interacts with whom. Social capital, developed by direct interactions between
agents, permits the agents to circumvent many of the problems implicit in anonymous
markets such as opportunistic behaviour, imperfect information and incomplete contracts,
7the transmission of tacit knowledge, knowledge spillovers and so on. The social capital
developed through network interaction therefore reduces transaction costs, and can serve
to make the industry more efficient in many ways.
4.2  Theoretically
In addition to the relatively recent empirical work on networks, there has been a slightly
longer tradition of abstract network analysis. Roughly speaking, analytical models have
been of two types: Ising models, and random graphs.
4.2.1  Ising Models
In an Ising model agents are located at fixed points in a regular integer space, for example
at the integers on a line or at integer coordinates in Euclidian two-dimensions. Agents are
directly connected to their n nearest neighbours in the physical space. These structures are
often called nearest-neighbour networks or graphs. The networks are clearly very regular,
and have high levels of local coordination, and typically, are locally very dense. They do,
however, have relatively long average paths between pairs of agents. The general model
was developed in 1925 (Ising, 1925) to study ferro-magnets, and therefore its analytic
properties are relatively well-understood. In economics it has been used to study a wide
variety of situations: macro dynamics (Durlauf, 1993); technology diffusion (Allen, 1982,
or An and Kiefer, 1993); criminal behaviour (Glaeser et al. 1996); the effectiveness of
prices (Föllmer, 1974). This work all takes advantage of the fact that in the Ising model
local interactions are very neatly defined, and only distance, between locations, rather than
absolute location matters. Nonetheless, complex patterns of aggregate behaviour can
emerge from local interactions.
4.2.2  Random Graphs
At the other extreme of network structures, economists have used random graph models
to study, for example, coalition formation (Kirman 1983, or Ionnides, 1990); technology
diffusion (Steyer and Zimmermann, 1998), learning (Ellison, 1993); strategy revision
(Blume, 1995). In these graphs, any agent is connected with some probability to any other
agent in the population, regardless of location. Consequently, the networks that emerge
have no spatial patterns in the space in which agents are physically located. An alternative
interpretation is that agents are not located in physical space, but rather only in network
8space, so any notion of distance is only distance in the network. In addition, there is es-
sentially no local coherence, and generally graphs are not locally dense, even in network
space. On the other hand, random graphs are known to have low average path lengths:
the path in network space between two agents is, on average, low.
From the point of view of knowledge creation and diffusion, the focus on these ex-
treme forms of network structure, draws attention to the contrast in the properties of local
density and path length. It is often asserted that innovation is facilitated by agglomeration
of human capital. A location in which many agents are working on related issues creates
a critical mass of knowledge workers so that they become an epistemic community, in
which a common language emerges, problem definitions become standardized, and prob-
lem solving heuristics emerge and are developed. In this type of situation, Marshal’s idea
that knowledge is in the air applies strongly. Agglomerations having these features foster
innovation. (See the empirical studies referred to above.) Applying the network model,
this situation is present if the network of agents exhibits high local density, or equivalently
high “cliquishness”. That is, if there are (relatively small) groups of agents who are closely
and heavily interconnected. As we have seen, this is true in a nearest-neighbour graph, but
not in a random graph.
By contrast, knowledge diffusion is most rapid when path lengths are short. Diffu-
sion is about spreading a piece of knowledge to all agents in the economy, and this will
happen fastest (and with least degradation) when it takes few steps between the originator
of the knowledge and its recipients. Short path lengths, associated with the random graph
structure make this happen most quickly. 
Thus there appears to be a tension between knowledge creation and knowledge dif-
fusion. The tension is resolved by the network structure known as the small world. This
is a network structure which is at the same time highly cliquish and with short paths be-
tween agents. It lies between the nearest-neighbour network and the random network.
4.2.3  Small worlds
Economists focused on Ising and random graph models partly because they had been ex-
tensively explored in other disciplines, but more because there was no obvious way to char-
acterise systematically structures that lay between these two extremes. Watts and Strogatz
(1998) develop a one-parameter class of random graph models in which the parameter
could be used to scale between the regular graph of the Ising model and the random graph
9of random graph theory. The algorithm for generating a graph was as follows: create a reg-
ular nearest-neighbour graph. Fix the parameter p. Examine each link in the network, and
with probability p rewire one end of that link, connecting it to an agent chosen randomly
from the population (in the process checking to ensure that agents are not connecting to
themselves, and that any pair of agents is connected at most once.) This algorithm scales
between the regular, nearest-neighbour graph (if p =0) and the random graph (if p =1),
but also has the feature that it does so without changing the density, or total number of
connections in the graph. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
This algorithm provides a way of finding the small world. Small worlds are charac-
terized by two structural parameters: cliquishness and path length. Cliquishness captures
the idea that “my friends are friends of each other”, that is, of local density. Formally, av-
erage cliquishness is defined as
where X(j,k)=1 if   and X(j,k)=0 otherwise, and  is the set of neighbours of i
(those to whom he is directly connected), and   is the size of that neighbourhood. 
Average path length is formally defined as
Figure 1: Transition from a locally ordered structure to a random graph, dependent 
on p.
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where d(i,j) is the length of the shortest path between i and j.
Not surprisingly, as p increases, since the local coherence necessarily falls with the
introduction of random links, cliquishness decreases. Similarly, since a random link is a
potential short-cut, average path length also falls. Crucially, though, the latter falls much
faster than the former. This is illustrated in Figure 2, where we observe that for values of
p between roughly 0.01 and 0.1, cliquishness is close to that of a nearest neighbour graph,
while path length is close to that of a random graph. In this region, conditions are favour-
able both for knowledge creation and for knowledge diffusion. 
5  SMALL WORLDS AND INNOVATION
Diffusion involves passing information or knowledge from one agent to another. There
are many possible micro-economic models of this process. Empirical studies have revealed
two striking ones. Allen, (1983) observes what he calls “collective invention” in the steel
industry in Cleveland (UK) in the 19th century. (There are many other significant exam-
ples of the same phenomenon, see Cowan and Jonard, 2004 for a brief discussion.) In a
situation of collective invention, competitors in an industry share technical information
relatively freely with each other. Technical advance by one firm is essentially broadcast to
other firms in the region. The broadcast takes place sometimes through local publication
(Nuvolari, forthcoming), or through presentations at meetings (Allen, 1983). The most
popular modern example is open source software development. Again, technical advances
Figure 2: Cliquishness and path length as determined by network structure
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made by one developer are broadcast to a group of fellow-developers, and so a common
undertaking to improve the technology exists.
The second micro-economic model of knowledge transfer is identified by von Hip-
pel (1998). He observes a form of knowledge barter in a variety of industries. Technical
managers of plants meet informally and discuss the technical problems they are faced
with. Information passes among them outside any sort of market context. There is a ca-
veat, however, which is that for information passed there is a quid pro quo — it seems to
be accepted that if a person receives information but does not pass any out, he is eventually
excluded from the interactions. Dyer and Nobeoka (2000) find similar strictures against
free riding in the Toyota network—firms that do not freely share their knowledge are
sanctioned. In the Toyota network sanctions are formal whereas in von Hippel’s work
they seem to be socially governed. In both cases, though, knowledge transfers can be seen
as a form of barter, in which agents effectively trade knowledge and information.
Recent papers by Cowan and Jonard (2003, 2004) examine these knowledge trans-
fer mechanisms using an underlying network structure to govern who interacts with
whom.
5.1  Knowledge transfer as barter
Consider a population of N agents. Each agent has direct connections to, on average, n
other agents. An agent is characterized by the set of agents to whom he is directly con-
nected, and a knowledge endowment. Knowledge is of several types, so agents’ endow-
ments are represented by a vector. When agents meet, they trade knowledge in a barter
arrangement, exchanging knowledge of different types. The “exchange” however, only in-
creases knowledge levels due to the non-rivalrous property of knowledge as a good. It is
also the case that knowledge transfer is not complete. Absorptive capacity is not perfect.
(See Cohen and Levinthal, 1989, for a discussion of this issue.)
Specifically, consider two agents i and j. Their respective knowledge endowments
are vi=(vi,1,vi,2 … vi,K) and vj=(vj,1,vj,2 … vj,K). If i and j meet they make all possible
trades, and we can describe how their knowledge vectors evolve in the following way. The
K knowledge types are partitioned into pairs (m,n) such that vi,m > vj,m + c and vj,n > vi,n
+ c. Then
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vi,m(t+1) = vi,m(t);
vi,n(t+1) = vi,n(t) + a(vj,n(t) – vi,n(t));
vj,m(t+1) = vj,m(t) + a(vi,m(t) – vj,m(t));
vj,n(t+1) = vj,n(t).
where a is the absorptive capacity, and c is the per trade transaction cost. Absorptive ca-
pacity is less than one, which implies that the post-trade knowledge levels do not converge
completely. Agent j is able to learn only part of what i has to teach. A corollary of this is
that as knowledge travels along a multi-agent chain, from i to j to k and so on, the knowl-
edge degrades. Thus transmitting knowledge over a long chains is  costly not only in terms
of time, it is costly in terms of the diminution of the quantity of knowledge.
The dynamics of the model are very simple: Each period one agent is chosen ran-
domly. At random he selects one of his direct connections, and with that agent makes all
possible trades. Over time, agents’ knowledge endowments change as they trade. The
question of interest is how aggregate knowledge levels grow with these underlying micro-
economics, and how aggregate growth is affected by network architecture. To answer that
question, the model is simulated, using the Watts-Strogatz algorithm to create the net-
works over which this process takes place.
At the beginning of each run of the simulation a network of agents is created using
the Watts-Strogatz mechanism for a given value of p. Agents are endowed with a knowl-
edge vector vi=(vi,1,vi,2 … vi,K), where vi,k is drawn from a uniform [0,1] distribution.
Each period in simulation time a randomly drawn agent attempts trade with one of the
agents to whom he is directly connected. The simulation is run until all possible trades
have been exhausted, and then re-started with a new p value. 
In a model like this, where no new knowledge is being created, it is clear that short
path lengths should facilitate aggregate knowledge growth. Short path lengths imply that
the knowledge that does exist is spread rapidly and widely through the population, and
this would constitute a source of rapid growth in aggregate knowledge. This implies that
a random network should be highly efficient. The results are different however. It is the
small world network that is most effective in long run aggregate knowledge growth. 
The industrial districts literature argues that cliquishness is good for knowledge cre-
ation, as described above. But none of those effects is explicitly included in this model.
The value of cliquishness arises from a different source. One of the disadvantages of a bar-
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ter economy is the requirement that potential traders satisfy a double coincidence of
wants. When this fails, potentially improving transfers do not take place. Cliquish net-
work structures mitigate this problem, because within a clique there are typically several
indirect but still short paths between any two agents. Thus if i and j cannot trade due to
a failed double coincidence of wants, the desired knowledge of j can still be transmitted
to i if they share a common neighbour. This will be the case if the network is cliquish.
Thus the local redundancy of cliquish graphs is an effective way of circumventing prob-
lems arising from the double coincidence of wants constraint.
The time series of knowledge levels for different network structures shows interest-
ing patterns. In a random network, there is no discernable geographic structure, but path
lengths are short. Here, diffusion is very rapid early in the history, but the process is ex-
hausted at relatively low knowledge levels as the double coincidence of wants constraint
starts to be violated. In a network that is very regular, such as the nearest-neighbour net-
work, the graph is locally dense but path lengths are long. This implies that diffusion is
slow. But because of the local density, the double-coincidence of wants issue does not bite,
so aggregate knowledge growth can continue for a long time. In the small world region,
the network is locally dense, but has relatively short paths. The latter should imply rapid
initial growth; the former should imply continued growth. Indeed we observe these fea-
tures of the small world structure. Growth in the small world is relatively rapid early on
(though not quite as rapid as the random world) and it continues for a very long time.
The small world results are affected by absorptive capacity. The small world has val-
ue because it combines short path lengths with local redundancy. Redoing the experiment
with different values for absorptive capacity shows that the optimal network structure, as
measured by p in the re-wiring algorithm, becomes more and more random, that is, the
optimal value of p increases with absorptive capacity. This occurs because the relative im-
portance of path length and cliquishness changes as absorptive capacity changes. This can
be seen by considering the extreme case of a = 1. In this case if i trades with j, the two be-
come identical. A third agent, k, therefore, is indifferent between trading with i and trad-
ing with j. Thus if k has a link to j, there is no value to k to have a link to i. This says that
there is no value to cliquishness — k would be better to have a link to someone that j is
not connected to. 
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5.2  Knowledge transfer as broadcast
The model just described saw knowledge transfer as taking place through a bi-lateral bar-
ter exchange. A contrasting situation exists where agents engage in local broadcasting of
their new knowledge. This can be modelled using a similar underlying structure, but
changing the knowledge dynamics (Cowan and Jonard, 2003).
Consider a population of N agents each having direct connections to, on average n
other agents. An agent is characterized by the set of agents with whom he has direct con-
nections, referred to as his neighbours, and by a scalar knowledge stock. Each period, one
agent innovates and broadcasts his knowledge to his neighbours. This knowledge is re-
ceived by his neighbours, and partially absorbed. The population of agents is heterogene-
ous in two respects: ability to innovate and ability to absorb. Thus the characterization of
an agent also includes his idiosyncratic innovation ability, bi and his idiosyncratic absorp-
tive capacity, ai. The knowledge of an agent can increase for two reasons: the agent can
innovate, a process which takes place exogenously; or the agent can receive new knowl-
edge from a recent innovator. The knowledge dynamics for an innovator are simply
vi(t+1) = (1+bi)vi(t).
If j is a neighbour of i, and i innovates, i then broadcasts to j. Agent j’s knowledge
increases as:
vj(t+1) = max(vj(t), vj(t) + aj(vi(t) – vj(t))),
and the knowledge of i is unchanged.
As in the previous section, in each run of the simulation a network is created for a
particular value of p; agents are assigned random absorptive capacities, random innovation
abilities, and random initial knowledge levels. The simulation is run for 50,000 periods,
and long run knowledge levels are recorded. This is performed for 1000 p values, and 4
sets of innovation and absorption levels. 
The model can be used for two purposes: to compare the performance characteris-
tics of different network structures, and to ask how innovation and diffusion over fixed
network compares with random diffusion such as an epidemic model. A slight modifica-
tion of the model lets us approximate an epidemic model of diffusion. In the model as de-
scribed any time a particular agent innovates, he broadcasts his knowledge to the same set
of n agents. These agents are his (unchanging) neighbours. Suppose instead that when an
agent broadcasts, he broadcasts to n agents chosen at random from the entire population.
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Here agents do not have a fixed set of neighbours, so the distribution of knowledge in the
first stage is completely random, as it is in the standard epidemic model. Comparing this
model to the one described above will give an indication of the value of a fixed network as
a diffusion vehicle.
In this model, similarly to the barter model discussed above, the magnitude of ab-
sorptive capacity has an important effect on the results. When absorptive capacity is low
(a < 0.5) small worlds dominate in terms of long run knowledge levels. The region of 0.01
< p < 0.1 produces the highest long run aggregate knowledge levels. However, when ab-
sorptive capacity is high (a > 0.5) the random world (p = 1) dominates, and the extent to
which it dominates increases with a. 
Absorptive capacity also affects the comparison between networked and random,
epidemic diffusion. If absorptive capacity is low, a fixed network performs better than ran-
dom diffusion, no matter the value of p. By contrast, when absorptive capacity is high,
random diffusion is better than almost all network structures. The value of the newtork
comes from the repetition of interaction, which is most valuable when to convey knowl-
edge effectively takes more than a single interaction.
Small worlds perform well as structures over which to diffuse knowledge and sup-
port innovation. But there are situations in which the small world is not optimal. If the
knowledge and the community of agents surrounding it is such that transmitted knowl-
edge is easy to absorb, then a random world, which has short paths between agents, is
most efficient. However, a more general result is that networks per se are a good thing —
they perform better than a world in which knowledge is diffused to random agents each
time. It is important to note here that this is all in the context of networks with constant
density. So random diffusion does not mean broadcasting to the entire economy, but rath-
er to a randomly chosen subset of it.
Both of the models just described were models of diffusion. In a variation of the bar-
ter model Cowan et al. (2004), introduce innovation by the knowledge recipients. Here
agents are not merely passive receivers of knowledge but they actively attempt to use their
new knowledge to make innovations. In this model, if i innovates and then broadcasts to
j, then if vi(t) > vj(t) the knowledge level of j changes as:
v j t( ) v j t( ) 1
v j t( )
vi t( )
-----------  
γ
1
v j t( )
vi t( )
-----------  
γ
–+=
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If the recipient is well below the broadcaster in knowledge level, it may be difficult
for the recipient to understand the message, and so absorption is low. At the other ex-
treme, if the recipient is close to the broadcaster, there is little new in the message. At in-
termediate positions, it is possible, (particularly if γ is large), for the recipient to receive
the information, innovate and finally achieve a knowledge level higher than the broadcast-
er. We understand this situation to represent an industry in which innovative potential is
large.
In this model the small world effect is not present. The value of cliquishness tends
to be outweighed by the effects of short paths. However, the value of short paths depends
heavily on the parameter γ. When γ is small, so the industry has little innovative potential,
knowledge advance is largely through imitating those who exogenously innovate. Short
paths are valuable, and the random graph is most efficient. However, if γ is large, the re-
verse is true. In this case leap-frogging becomes an important phenomenon and agents
who do so make big advances. They can rapidly leave the rest of the population behind.
This means that their broadcasts are too esoteric for others to understand, and thus con-
tribute little to aggregate population growth. This feature is highly attenuated, though, if
the network is cliquish. Within a clique agents tend to be similar to each other, so rela-
tively few agents get left behind, and cliques advance rapidly together. Cliquish structures
produce the highest growth rates. 
The same argument explains the comparison of a network structure with random
broadcasts. Again the value of γ is important. When innovation potential is high, net-
works perform better than a homogeneous mixing. When γ is low, the reverse is true.
Again it has to do with agents getting too far ahead of the rest of the population, and so
contributing little to aggregate growth.
This can be interpreted as relating to the industry life cycle. In a new industry, in-
novative potential is high, as there are many avenues unexplored, and many discoveries yet
to be made. This corresponds to a high  γ, and so suggests that the optimal network struc-
ture for communication will be cliquish. By contrast, in a mature industry, dominant de-
signs exist, innovation is more exploitation than exploration, and so innovative potential
is much lower. This can be represented by a low γ, and so the optimal network structure
will be random. These results fit well with the discussion of absorptive capacity. In a new
industry, typically knowledge is less-codified, and so absorptive capacity is low. One of the
features of the emergence of a dominant design is that the cost-benefit calculation for
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codification changes, and codification tends to be a more common activity. This will in-
crease absorptive capacity, and so change the optimal network structure to be more ran-
dom.
In spite of the wide play the notion of small worlds has had in general, in economics
the efficiency properties of small worlds have been little explored. One exception is Wil-
hite (2001), who develops a trade model in which agents must trade only over a network
structure, but in a context of imperfect information. He compares the performance of the
economy, in terms of whether or not it reaches a Pareto optimal equilibrium, and impor-
tantly, how long it takes to get there, accumulating transactions costs along the path. He
finds that when agents trade over a small world network structure the economy performs
better on these criteria than it does using different trading infrastructures: agents in a
small world rapidly reach the Pareto optimal equilibrium (as does a complete network,
which mimics perfect competition) but with very small search costs.
Recent empirical analysis of economic networks has focused to a a very large extent
on the network structure. In particular, economists have asked whether various networks
have the small world structure. In general the answer is “yes”.2 Many examples of small
world networks in economics have been observed: patent citations among Dutch firms
(BRITE/EURAM network, the 5th Framework TSER network, Dutch patent citations
(Cowan and Jonard, 1999); Strategic alliances Duysters and Verspagen 2002; LANL co-
authorship in a variety of academic disciplines (Newman, 2001;Barabasi et al. 2001); pat-
ent citation in US biotech (Johnson and Minerva, 2002), interlocking corporate director-
ships in the US (for example, Davis et al., 2003). There has been considerable work   now
describing economic networks, and it is clear that the small world structure is pervasive,
yet there has bee little empirical work addressing the efficiency of different structures. Re-
search along these lines could make an important contribution to our understand of dif-
ferent economic structures.
6  NETWORK FORMATION
In much of the literature that uses networks as an analytical tool the network structure is
taken as given. Agents have links to particular other agents and these links do not change
2. One suspects that there may be an observation bias here though — it may be difficult to publish 
a paper saying that a particular network of economic agents is not a small world.
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over time. This is clearly a very special case, as most networks evolve continuously and
nodes create and destroy links to other nodes. 
Roughly two strands of literature have emerged in economics to study this phenom-
enon. A literature based on a game-theoretic approach defines a notion of stability and
asks which network structures are stable under different conditions.3 Here the aim is to
characterize agents’ incentives to form or break links, and then to look for configurations
in which no agent wants to form new links or creak existing one. A central question here
is whether stable networks are efficient. A second literature has a much more evolutionary
approach, in which in principle every agent is connected to every other, but links are ac-
tivated probabilistically. The probability of i activating a link to j depends on whether this
link has been valuable in the past, so as experience is gained with different links, the prob-
ability of choosing them changes. This model is very similar in spirit to the Hebb learning
model in psychology (Hebb, 1955).
6.1  Pairwise Stability
In the game-theory tradition authors looks for stable network structures. Stability is de-
termined at the agent level. If no agent wishes to destroy any of his existing links, and no
pair of unconnected agents wish to form a link between them, then the structure is stable.
An early example of such a model is the connection model of Jackson and Wolinsky
(1996). In this model an agent pays a cost c to participate in a link. If agents i and j are
connected they receive benefits from that connection of , where δ < 1 and 
is the number of links in the shortest path between i and j. In this simple model, which
network structures are stable is clearly determined by the relative sizes of c and δ. If
 costs are too big and no connections are formed— the empty net-
work is stable. If , connections are cheap, and the complete network is stable.
For intermediate values of c, there are many possible stable networks, one of which is the
star network.
Many models build on this simple connection model, and the results are relatively
robust. The continued emergence of empty, complete and star networks is striking (and
3. See for example Jackson and Wolinsky (1996); Bala and Goyal (2000); Goyal and Vega-
Redondo (2000) Jackson and Watts (2001); Watts (2001); Jackson and Dutta (2000). Jackson 
(2004) is a nice survey.
δd i j,( ) d i j,( )
δ δ2 N 2–( ) 2⁄ c<+
c δ δ2–<
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in some conditions a circle or a wheel emerges as well). Very roughly speaking, the density
of the stable network increases as costs of forming links decreases. But because of the na-
ture of network structures, there tend to be critical values across which we observe dra-
matic changes in the emergent network architecture. Generally, stable networks are
efficient, but there is a region of the parameter space (for intermediate values of the costs
of forming links) in which there could be a tension between stability and efficiency: some
stable networks may be efficient, but others are not. 
Pairwise stability is both a strong and a weak equilibrium concept. It is strong in the
sense that it characterises a stationary state. It describes an unchanging network. But it
could be weak in that it can describe fragile networks. Carayol and Roux (2004) argue that
introducing a small amount of noise into the link formation algorithm is more realistic
and implies that the stochastically stable state is a more reasonable solution concept. Fur-
ther, they introduce the assumption that costs of link formation will be lower when part-
ners are located near to each other (equivalently, the probability of meeting a potential
partner increases as the distance between them decreases).4 Introducing this type of pref-
erential meeting into a simulation model of network formation implies first that many
pairwise stable states (and in particular the star) are not stable, and second that the sto-
chastically stable networks often have small world properties.
A paper that deserves particular attention here is Goyal and Joshi (2002). This is
one of the first papers to introduce solid micro-economics into a network formation mod-
el (another early paper is Goyal and Moraga, 2001). Here firms form bilateral relations to
reduce costs, and then compete on a product market. As is observed in most industries,
firms can have more than one partner, forming additional partnerships without the per-
mission of current partners. Both the costs of forming links and the nature of product
competition determine the nature of the emerging network. Using the definition of sta-
bility introduced by Jackson and Wolinsky (1996), Goyal and Joshi show that when the
costs of link formation are low, the complete network is both uniquely stable and uniquely
efficient under quantity competition. By contrast, if the firms are competing on prices, the
empty network is uniquely stable, whereas a linked double star is uniquely efficient. If
competition is described more generally by the conditions under which firms can make
positive profits, then it is the strength of competition that matters. When all firms make
4. See also Johnson and Gilles (2000), who also discuss spatially dependent costs.
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positive profits but lower cost firms make higher profits, then under strong but not unrea-
sonable conditions the complete network is uniquely stable. When only the lowest cost
producer(s) make positive profits, then the network takes on a dominant group architec-
ture: there is a (small) complete sub-network of the low-cost producers, accompanied by
the remainder of firms all of which are isolated. This network structure also emerges when
costs of link formation are high, and competition is Cournot. What this paper shows is
that even with minimal structure relating the network structure and firms’ costs (a firm’s
costs fall linearly with the number of its partners), the nature of competition is crucial in
determining emergent network structures. Thus we should expect very different structures
to merge in different industries.
6.2  Network formation by learning
Several models of network formation have been developed in which agents make connec-
tions to other agents probabilistically, increasing the probability of connecting to a partic-
ular agent if experiences with him are positive. (See for example Weisbuch et al. 2000;
Kirman and Vriend, 2001,or Plouraboué et al. 1998, for example.) This approach has
been used to study very different phenomena, and has produced a wide array of results.
And while the models within this tradition are too varied to have a “standard, baseline
model”, they tend to have the feature that even though in principle networks evolve for-
ever, they do tend to settle down and exhibit aggregate regularities. For example, Kirman
and Vriend (2001) in a market with buyers and sellers, find that, as in real markets, the
network structure stabilizes to a state in which there is significant buyer-seller loyalty,
which most buyers tending to use only one seller. At the same time, though, the network
retains some fluidity, as there is a group of non-loyal buyers, who even in the long run con-
tinue to patronize a large number of sellers. This structure of a stable, relatively unchang-
ing core of activity, accompanied by enough fluidity to prevent the network from ossifying
is a typical result in these models
There is a long line of empirical work in the straategic management literature fo-
cussed on the inertia in alliance formation. It is now generally acepted that the current
state of the network is an important variable for explaining future link formation. The
general conclusion is that this is the result of accumulated joint experience between part-
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ners, which generates both trust and a shared cognitive space. (See for example Garcia-
Pont and Nohria, 2002; Gulati, 1999; or Powell et al. 1996.)
6.3  Stable matching and learning
There have been attempts to strike a balance between these two extremes, in which
agents are relatively rational, yet the market can, in principle, evolve forever. One example
(Cowan et al. 2000) looks at network formation in the context of innovation and diffu-
sion. In that model agents have a knowledge endowment characterised by an amount and
a type. Agents form pairs and as a pair innovate, adding the new knowledge to their re-
spective stocks. Over time, pairs form and dissolve, and a network emerges. The pair for-
mation is treated as a “matching problem”, and in each period the set of pairs is stable.5 A
stable match is one in which no two agents prefer each other to their assigned partners (if
they did they would leave their assigned partners and form a pair). Put another way, a
matching assignment is stable if there is no blocking coalition of size 2 (any larger block-
ing coalition would include a blocking coalition of size 2). The structure of the network
depends heavily on the nature of innovation. If innovation is driven largely by knowledge
quantities the network tends to evolve to isolated pairs of agents — partnerships never dis-
solve. On the other hand, if diversity of knowledge is important in innovation, agents have
many different partners over time, and the resulting network is very dense. What drives
this result is the assumption that if two agents work together to innovate, they learn from
each other, and so become more similar to each other than they were at the beginning of
the episode. This implies that if diversity in knowledge is important, if two agents repeat-
edly innovate together, eventually they will be too similar to be valuable to each other.
This change between regimes is very abrupt, almost a phase change. There is a small re-
gion of the parameter space, though, where intermediate structures seem to emerge. In
this intermediate region, where both diversity and quantity are important, small cliques of
(more than 2) agents form which permit enough diversity to be preserved. This is the re-
gion in small worlds might appear. These results fit well with the static results described
above — empty networks (which in this model are approximated by isolated pairs) and
complete networks (which in this model are approximated by networks in which agents
are connected to roughly 60 percent of other agents) emerge. We observe no stars here,
5. See Gale and Shapley (1963) on matching problems.
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however, and the region in which structures other than these two extremes are possible is
very small.
An interesting empirical question about network formation links to the discussion
of small worlds. The motivation of firms to create links that generate a cliquish structure
is well-known from the literature on agglomeration and industrial districts.6 But a more
interesting question is the mechanism or microeconomics motivation behind the forma-
tion of inter-clique links. One paper that examines this issue is Baum et al. (2003). Using
data on syndicates formed in the merchant banking industry in Canada between 1952 and
1990, Baum et al. ask about the motivations of banks to form clique-spanning ties. It is
possible to characterise links in a small world as one of two types — intra-clique links, and
inter-clique links. Clique formation is based on the believe in the value of multi-lateral (as
opposed to purely bilateral) arrangements. Resource pooling, risk sharing, the formation
of critical masses and so on, provide incentives to create a group of interlinked agents rath-
er than a simple pair. To form a link with a particular agent, or to include him or her in a
group, it is necessary to know about his competencies, needs, intentions and resources.
With this information one can judge both whether that agent would bring value to a con-
nection and whether he would be interested in forming the connection. There are two
sources for this information. First, past ties with that agent generate a relational embed-
dedness, which contributes to stability in the network structure. Second, common part-
ners yield information, and this is seen as a source of structural embeddedness. Motives
underlying intra-clique ties seem relatively straightforward, and have been explored in
other literatures, for example work on agglomeration economies. More problematic are
clique-spanning ties.
Baum et al. suggest three possibilities: chance, “insurgent partnering” and “control
partnering”. “Insurgent partnering” refers to the action of a peripheral firm which is at-
tempting to find a more central, and thus more important place in the industry. In social
network analysis terms, it observes a structural hole in the network of merchant banks, and
attempts to fill it by connecting with banks on either side of it. “Control partnering” by
contrast, occurs when an already central firm attempts to strengthen its position as a leader
by finding a new source of information. That is, a firm that is at the centre of a sub-net-
6. See for example, Uzzi(1997) or Baker (1990), on strategic issues of link formation
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work connects with another sub-network in order to access the information there, and to
control its flow throughout the larger network.
To establish which of these strategies accounts for clique-spanning ties, Baum et al.
regress a bank’s rate of clique-spanning tie formation on measures of a bank’s centrality,
the whether a bank occupies structural holes and several bank-specific attributes. They
find that all three strategies are present, but that chance and insurgent partnering domi-
nate. That is, a network changes from a cliquish but not globally well-connected network
to a small world because peripheral firms attempt to find a more central place in the struc-
ture. They see opportunities to gain power in the industry by bringing together two more
or less existing cliques.
Goyal et al. (2004) look at co-authorship of academic economics papers. What they
observe is a striking change in the network over the last 30 years. They find that as the
prevalence of co-authored papers increases the size of the giant connected component
likewise increases. It remains the case, though, that the average distance between econo-
mists in the connected component remains small. The frequency distribution of links is
very skewed, and the structure of the graph is one of interlinked stars. It appears that a
small world is emerging in economics itself.
7  CONCLUSIONS
The use of network analysis in economics is growing rapidly. Network models offer ways
to overcome several of the shortcomings of more traditional market models. When those
models do not apply, network modelling may provide advantages. This is particularly the
case in the context of innovation, when the transmission of knowledge plays such an im-
portant role. Codified knowledge can be diffused globally, without reference to underly-
ing connection structures, but tacit knowledge has very different properties. It’s diffusion
depends heavily on the network of agents through which it will spread. To understand the
dynamics of innovation and diffusion network models provide a promising avenue.
One recent development in network analysis more generally has been the introduc-
tion of the concept of a scale-free network (see for example Barabasi and Albert, 2000).
Scale-free networks are characterised through the frequency distribution of links, which
follows a power law. This is a highly skewed distribution, with a high variance: most nodes
have very few links, a few nodes have many links. This type of network, which has been
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observed in many natural phenomena, has the property of being very robust to the failure
of random nodes. However, it is not robust to directed attacks. That is, failures of partic-
ular nodes can be catastrophic to the performance of a scale free network. This develop-
ment is only just beginning to come into economics, but it fits well with the recent work
on small worlds: many networks appear to be both scale free and small world (as one ex-
ample, see Riccaboni Pammolli, 2002, who find that networks in the life sciences and ICT
industries have scale free properties). Thus one interesting, and unaddressed question is
how these two concepts fit together in the context of economics, and whether the issue of
robustness has any relevance for how an industry functions. As yet, we have little idea
about the efficiency properties of scale-free networks.
The next major challenge for economists lies in the empirical analysis of network
structures, and particularly in understanding the efficiency properties of existing struc-
tures. Beyond case studies, the data requirements for this type of exercise are very heavy.
Patent data-bases are rich enough, but provide evidence of only one type of information
flow, and so construction of large, detailed data-bases is a task ahead. 
Research on networks is being done in a wide variety of fields: psychology, sociolo-
gy, strategic management, physics and so on. Economics is one branch with particular in-
terests, and so it is facile to say that economics must look outside for inspiration.
Nonetheless, the interconnection between economic activity, networks, and other aspects
of network-mediated behaviour creates a rich research environment in which this ap-
proach will continue to yield valuable insights into the way modern economies function
and perform.
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